
CRISTIAN SOUZA
WINGER



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME CRISTIAN

DATE OF BIRTH 28/05/1995

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB CERRO LARGO

POSITION

HEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

WINGER

1,70CM

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME SOUZA ESPAÑA



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS
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STATS IN URUGUAY

83% 71% 57%

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
Successful

Crosses /
Successful

85% 53% 67%

Passes to final
third / accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Recoveries /
opp. half

2021 2021 2021

2021 2021 2021



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

OFFENSIVE 1V1 DUEL

He continuously explodes his speed
in 1v1 offensive duels. By showing up
either on the right or the left, he
generates positional superiorities.
Also, he is capable of being
unpredictable for his marker since
he can play by the outside and
inside lane to look for association. 

INDIVIDUAL SPEED

He is quick and smart to play. He
attacks into space well, both on and
off the ball. He continuously makes
diagonal runs in behind the rivals. He
understands his positional role to
move and show up as an option to
receive either centralized or near the
sideline. 

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE

He has a good mid-range shot. He can
execute his shooting technique both
in long-shots and set pieces. Also, he
puts teammates in play through
accurate lateral crosses. He is able to
do this both while moving or crossing
statically.  



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL SKILLS

He has a great individual technique.
It allows him to be a participative
player no matter the zone of the
field he is at. Also, it helps him take
shots, score and put teammates in
play. He leverages is quality of pass
to make through-line passes in the
final third.

VISION OF PLAY

He always participates in the
creation of play. He shows up as an
option to receive the ball. Since he
moves to find gaps, he always has
options to pass after receiving. He
makes through balls in the last third
of the field. He frequently tries
breaking-line passes.  

INSIDE PLAY

By all these characteristics, playing
in between the lines is part of his
game. It makes him to look for
linking inside. Pinning him is tough to
accomplish due to his mobility. He
can make quick diagonal runs into
the box to find out shots while
running or dangerous crosses.



MEDIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egP9ajmrBmI&ab_channel=DistritoF%C3%BAtbol
https://www.elobservador.com.uy/nota/de-delivery-y-carnicero-a-consolidarse-en-liverpool--20181029202843


SOCIAL MEDIA

@SOUZACACHITO10 @CRISTIANSOUZAA10

https://www.instagram.com/cristiansouzaa10/
https://twitter.com/Souzacachito10

